
 

 

 

GPS FILE + MAPS (20 €) 
 
TO TRIESTE BY BIKE 
Vremski Britof– Bazovica – Trieste –Glinščica Valley – Kozina – Rodik – Vremski Britof (approx 62 
km and 780 altitude metres) 
Doesn't that sound well? Why bother with traffic roads, expensive and always overcrowded 
car parks? When you can easily access  the fascinating Trieste on bike. On the way to Trieste, 
you can visit the beautiful and very interesting Divaška cave, which is often and by many 
compared to the beauty of Škocjan caves. Towards Trieste, enjoy on meandering ride 
through the colorful Karst landscape all the way to the Italian Bazovica (Basovizza). All coffee 
lovers will love it here. Treat your selfes with delicious cup of Italian coffee wiht some 
»dolce« and the next few kilometers on bike will be much easier. Trieste is just a few miles 
away. 
From Trieste back to Vremski Britof, the cycle trail takes you along the old Kozina - Trieste 
railway. You will cycle over the scenic valley of Glinščica (Italian Rosandra). This route was 
once called by the locals The Way of All Saints, since it linked the places where the railway 
stations were named after saints. 

 

BEAUTY OF KARST 
Vremski Britof – Škocjan caves– surrounding Karst villages – Kozina – Vremski Britof 
(approx. 42 km and 470 altitude metres) 
Only a few countries can boast of the natural phenomenon of exceptional global value. 
Today you can cycle to the beautiful Škocjan Caves, which have been included in the 
UNESCO World Heritage List since 1986. If you like, you can visit this spectacular and 
amazing caves, before you continue cycling around the colourful landscape. The villages of 
Karst are true »food« for the eyes. Full of historical sights and specialties. On the way are 
many authentic local inns, where the food is prepared on the basis of centuries-old recipes 
and a rich restaurant tradition. Perfect stop for a lunch break. The way back to Appartments 
Jankovi continues through the enchanting Karst settlements, past genuine houses and old 
stone Karst houses, over lush fields and on grey side-roads.  

 

 


